PoGo suggested amendments
NB. Not all of the screen where available for review due to lack of data
Remove splash screen to conform to platform best practices.

1. Remove Voies navigables de France (VNF) branding from nav bar, replace with
page title or branding depending on context.
2. Amend iconography, as the current icons are inconsistent and not of a high
enough quality.
3. This icon is not tappable, replace map navigation icons with less obtrusive
alternatives to decrease map clutter.
4. Change colour scheme to CRT corporate colours.
5. Improve legibility of text by increasing contrast
6. Consider alternate form of navigation, it is poor UI design to have just two items
on the tab bar especially when one of them is settings.

1. The map filter and list filter duplicate functionality; these should be
combined in a more intuitive way when the navigation is reconsidered.
2. Change map filter icons and appearance, possibly change to text to avoid any
ambiguity.
3. Long tap functionality should be added to the map screen, this would allow
retrospective pinning of events/notes and possibly remove the need for
persistent map filter icons.

1. Colour usage should be reconsidered, text on flat colour should be
restricted to page titles and headers.

1. Add location based notation logic needs refining, the button is
sometimes inactive without reflecting this in its appearance. Improve
typography to reinforce information hierarchy.
2. Remove colour from text fields to improve legibility and platform
conformity.

1. Too much empty space, most visited settings could be open by default.

1. Remove random branding and make the screen appearance consistent with other
screens in the app.

1. This screen is inconsistent with other screens in the app.
2. It is unnecessary to display the email address here, why would the user wish
to switch email address with a frequency that the prominence of this
element suggests
3. Big buttons are inconsistent with iOS 8.4 and should be replaced with button
text.
4. Camera roll could be displayed in the lower part of the screen
5. The app could utilise the GPS metadata from the camera images to define
location to improve user experience.

